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I. Abstract

Measurements were taken of the path of a simulated typical tissue segment, or particle, within

a rotating fluid as a function of gravitational strength, fluid rotation rate, particle
sedimentation rate, and particle initial position. Parameters were examined within the useful

range for tissue cultures in the NASA rotating wall culture vessels. The particle moves through

the fluid along a nearly circular path (as observed from the rotating reference frame of the

fluid) at the same speed as its linear terminal sedimentation speed for the external

gravitational field. This gravitationally induced motion causes an increasing deviation of the

particle from its original position within the fluid for a decreased rotational rate, for a more

rapidly sedimenting particle, and for an increased gravitational strength. Under low gravity

conditions (<0.1 g), both the particle's motion through the fluid and its deviation from its

original position become negligible. Under unit gravity conditions, large distortions (> 0.25

inch) occur even for particles with a slow sedimentation rate (< 1.0 cm/sec). The particle's

motion is nearly independent of the its initial position. Comparison with mathematically

predicted particle paths show that a significant error in the mathematically predicted path
occurs for large particle deviations. This results from a geometric approximation and a

numerically accumulating error in the mathematical technique.

II. Methodology

A vessel for lateral visualization of the orbital path of particles suspended within water was

constructed from clear lexan plastic. The vessel lateral wall was calibrated with radial lines

at 5 degree increments and with concentric circles with a separation of 0.25 inch. This device

was placed on the same rotator base used for cell cultures in the NASA Slow Turning Lateral

Vessel (STLV) and mounted with a video camera and gravity meter on a pallet designed for the

NASA KC-135 zero gravity airplane. This allows 25 seconds of gravity below 0.1 g. A

simulated typical tissue consisting of a nearly spherical piece of sponge was placed within the
water filled vessel. The linear terminal sedimentation speed of the particle within the water

was measured 5 times with a stop watch and ruler. Videotapes of the rotating fluid-particle

system were recorded for the various rotational rates, particle sedimentation rates, and
gravitational conditions considered. The vessel rotational rate was measured by averaging the

results of 5 time measurements, each consisting of 5 vessel rotations. Each digital video still

frame was analyzed by measuring the particle's position against the calibrated vessel wall as

a function of angular vessel position. The particle position was measured for 8 equally spaced

vessel angular positions (45 degree increments) for a single vessel revolution. Data from 5 vessel
revolutions was taken for each condition tested. In some cases only 4 revolutions of data were

available. All measured data was averaged and standard deviations calculated. The speed of

the particle motion through the fluid was experimentally determined by measuring the
distance from the particle's initial point to the next point (45 degrees of vessel revolution) and

dividing by the time for that motion. The formula for distance between two points in polar

coordinates was applied directly to the particle position data. This produced 7 speed
calculations for each vessel revolution. The 35 speed measurements (data from 4 or 5

revolutions) were then averaged and a standard deviation calculated. This will slightly

underestimate the actual particle speed because the particle's true path between these points is

actually slightly curved. These paths are nearly the chords of a circle defined by an octagon

placed within that circle. A correction factor of 1.02 is applied which is the ratio of the
circumference of a circle to the parameter of an octagon inscribed within that circle.



III. General Particle Path Description (Unit Gravity)

The paths of simulated tissue particles, which sediment at 0.84 cm/sec (SD = 0.04) and
4.6 cm/sec (SD = 0.54), were measured for the conditions which follow:

1. Unit Gravity High RPM Low Radius

2. High Gravity Low RPM Low Radius

3. Unit Gravity Low RPM Low Radius

4. Unit Gravity High RPM High Radius

5. Zero Gravity Low RPM Low Radius

6. Unit Gravity High RPM Low Radius

Low Sedimentation Rate

Low Sedimentation Rate

Low Sedimentation Rate

Low Sedimentation Rate

Low Sedimentation Rate

High Sedimentation Rate

These terms are defined as follows:

Unit Gravity

Zero Gravity

High Gravity

Low RPM

High RPM

Low Radius

High Radius

Low Sedimentation Rate

High Sedimentation Rate

1.0g

< 0.1 g (Obtained on NASA KC-135)

1.7 g (Obtained on NASA KC-135)

< 10 rpm

> 15 rpm

(Initial Particle Radius = 1.5 inch)

(Initial Particle Radius = 2.5 inch)

0.84 cm/sec (SD = 0.04)

4.6 cm/sec (SD = 0.54)

In each case in which gravity is present the orbital path of the particle is of the same general

shape. This path for condition I is shown in figure I as observed from the external nonrotating

reference frame. In this reference frame the observer "sees" a fixed gravity vector and a
rotating vessel. The "O" symbols are the measured particle positions. The standard deviation

of the 4 or 5 measurements for each point falls within the "O" symbol. The "+" symbols are the

corresponding points calculated from the mathematical model of particle motion. The plotted

points correspond to the suspended particles' position at the times when the rotating vessel has

transcribed 45 degree increments in angular position. The "trajectory variables" at the left of
the figures are the input data for the mathematical model ("+" symbols). These trajectory

variables match the corresponding values for the experimentally measured data.



The variables have the following meaning:

Vsg

gfac -
Rot # -

RPM -

Rtissue -

Roves -

Rives -

Particle Linear Unit Gravity Terminal and Sedimentation Rate

Gravitational Field Ratio (Actual g/unit g)
Number of Rotations Modeled

Fluid Angular Rotational Rate
Initial Particle Radius

Outer Vessel Wall Radius

Inner Vessel Wall Radius

The smallest scale dimensions in the figures are half inches. Throughout the remainder of this

document, when a variable is changed to determine its effect on particle motion, the other

variables are held constant. One exception is the particle's initial radial position. The

mathematical model and data presented in section VII of this document show that the absolute

dimensions of the particle's motion are largely independent of this initial position. This is true

for conditions under which centrifugation and coriolis forces are not major contributors to the

particle's motion over a single revolution. This same constraint applies to the practical

operating range of the NASA rotating wall vessel. The mathematical predictions are from the

NASA TP 3143 titled "Analysis of Gravity Induced Particle and Fluid Perfusion Flow in the

NASA Designed Rotating Zero Head Space Tissue Culture Vessel."

Sedimentation Rate = 0.84 crn/sec

Gravity = 1.1 g

RPM (co) = 2.2 rpm

+ mathematically predicted points

0 experimentally measured points

Trajectory Variables

Vsg 0.840

gfac 1.100
Rot # 1.215

RPM 22.100

Rtissue 1.900

Roves 3.000

Rives 0.250

Q4

p
1

/
!
!

Q1

\

Ideal Circular

Streamline

!
g

Inches
3

-3

Figure 1. Particle Orbital Path General Shape.



In the first quadrant (Q1) of figure 1, the particle deviates inward and ahead of its original

position in the rotating fluid. In the second quadrant (Q2), the particle advances further in

phase and moves back radially outward toward its original radius. In the third quadrant (Q3),

the particle phase lags nearly to its original angular position and moves radially outward

beyond the original radius. In the fourth quadrant (Q4), the particle moves radially inward

toward its original radius and lags slightly in phase from its original angular position in the

fluid. Over the course of a single 360 degree revolution the particle deviates in position from

the ideal circular streamline (dotted line) and returns nearly to its original position.

The particle path may be observed from the reference frame of the rotating fluid. Figure 2 is

the same data as figure 1 plotted in this rotating reference frame from which the gravity vector

appears to rotate. From this perspective the particle is seen to move through the fluid in a

nearly circular path as its velocity tracks the rotating gravity vector. As in the nonrotating
external reference frame, the particle returns nearly to its original position during a single 360

degree revolution.

Figure 2. Rotating Reference Frame.



Theparticlepathin figureI asobservedfromthefixedreferenceframe translates to the path

in figure 2 when observed from the rotating reference frame of the fluid. The rest of this

analysis will utilize the reference frame in which the effect under study is most readily

observable. In general the rotating reference frame produces the simplest image of the

deviation of the particle through the fluid medium.

IV. Particle Sedimentation Speed (in a Rotating Fluid)

Table 1 compares the unit gravity linear terminal sedimentation speed through water with the

measured speed of the particle's motion through the rotating fluid. This is done to determine if

the speed at which the typical tissue particle moves through the fluid medium is significantly

altered by rotation at the useable angular rotation rates used during tissue culture with the

NASA rotating wall culture vessels. Average particle speeds over 315 degrees of rotation are

tabulated, with standard deviations for the measurements in parenthesis. The delta is the

difference between the linear I g terminal sedimentation rate and the average speed in the

rotating vessel. The percentage delta is the percentage change from the linear sedimentation

rate. For the high g (1.7 g) and low g (zero g) cases the delta and percentage delta are not

directly meaningful and are labeled N/A.

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF LINEAR 1 G SEDIMENTATION RATE

WITH PARTICLE SPEED IN ROTATING VESSEL

Condition: Linear 1 G Sedi- Average Speed Delta % Delta
RPM mentation Rate in Rotating Vessel

G (SD) (SD)

1. 17.75 rpm 0.85 cm/sec 0.85 cm/sec 0.0 0.51%

1.0 g (0.04) (0.28)

2. 22.13 rpm 0.84 1.46 N/A N/A

1.7 g (0.04) (0.40)

3. 8.64 rpm 0.84 0.94 0.10 11.83

1.0 g (0.04) (0.21)

4. 17.94 rpm 0.85 0.92 0.07 8.64

1.0 g (0.04) (0.31)

5. 23.13 rpm 0.84 0.03 N/A N/A

0 g (0.04) (0.12)

6. 23.24 rpm 4.6 5.47 0.86 18.79

1.0 g (0.54) (0.65)



Inspectionof this data demonstrates that, within the precision of our measurements, the speed
of the particle's motion through the rotating fluid medium is the same as its terminal

sedimentation rate through a stationary fluid (in the same unit gravitational field). Rotation,

therefore, does not remove gravity-induced sedimentation of particles through the suspending

media for the range of rotation rates and particle sedimentation rates within the operating
range of the NASA rotating tissue culture systems. Note that for the low g (zero g) case the

particle speed through the rotating medium is negligible and for the high g (1.7 g) case there is

the expected increase in the particle's speed by a 1.7 factor.



Particle sedimentation rate alters the path of the particle through the rotating medium.

Figure 3 shows the path, in the rotating reference frame, of a particle with lower

sedimentation rate on the left. The diameter of the nearly circular path is reduced for the

lower sedimentation rate. This effect limits the maximum particle sedimentation rate which

may be maintained without impacting the vessel wall (at a given angular rotation rate).

Rotating Reference Frame

RPM (03)

Gravity

= 22.5 rpm

= 1.05 g

(+/- 1.0)

(+/- 0.1)

0

0
i

3

Low Sedimention Rate

(0.84cm / sec)
High Sedimentation Rate

(4.6 cm / sec)

Figure 3. Effect of Particle Sedimentation Rate on Particle Path.
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V° Effect of Gravity on Particle Path

Figure 4 compares the path of the particles under conditions of I g (on the left) and 1.7 g (on the

right) as observed from the rotating reference frame.

Rotating Reference Frame

RPM (co) = 22.1 rpm (+/- 0.2)

Sedimentation Rate = 0.84 cm/sec (+/- 0.04)

0

3

1 O 1 .Tg

Figure 4. Effect of Gravitational Strength on Particle Path.

Increased gravitational acceleration increases the radius of the nearly circular particle path.

This is similar to the effect observed for a particle with an increased sedimentation rate (at

the same gravitational acceleration).
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Figure 5 shows the path of the same particles from figure 4 during the low g phase (< 0.1 g) of

the parabolic flight path within the NASA KC-135 zero gravity airplane.

Rotating Reference Frame

RPM (co) = 22.1 rpm (+/- 0.2)

Sedimentation Rate = 0.84 cm/sec (+/- 0.04)

Particle
g=O

Expanded View

Figure 5. "Zero" Gravity Particle Path.

In this case the particle remains nearly stationary within the rotating fluid medium. The

angular rotation rate is sufficiently low enough that minimal centrifugation occurs during a

single 360 degree revolution. By reducing the external gravitational field, the speed that the

particle moves through the rotating fluid is greatly reduced.



If the same data as that in figure 5 is plotted from the external nonrotating reference frame, we

see negligible deviation of the particle from the ideal circular streamline (figure 5A).

External Nonrotating Reference Frame

RPM (co) = 22.1 rpm (+/- 0.2)

Sedimentation Rate = 0.84 cm/sec (+/- 0.04)

Trajectory Variables

Vsg 0.840

gfac 0.000
Rot # 1.215
RPM 22.100

Rtissue 1.600

Roves 3.000

Rives 0.250

/<
I , I I I ,f_ I , I Inches

-3 3

-3

g=0

Figure 5A. "Zero" Gravity Particle Orbital Path as Observed from
the Nonrotating External Reference Frame.

In this case, where negligible particle deviations occur, we see that the mathematically modeled

points agree closely with the experimentally measured points. Therefore, the particle is not moving
significantly through the fluid.
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VI. Effectof RotationRateonParticlePath

Figure 6 shows the effect of the fluid's angular rotation rate on the path of the suspended

particle (in unit gravity) as observed from the rotating reference frame. The lower rate is on

the left and the higher rate is on the right. We restricted our observation to a single 360 degree

rotation. Although these particles start at a different radial position, we see, in section VII,

that this does not significantly effect the particle path.

Rotating Reference Frame

Sedimentation Rate =

Gravity =

0.84 Qn/sec

1.0 g

(+/- 0.04)

\

8.64 RPM (_) 17.7 RPM (o_)

Figure 6. Effect of Angular Rotation Rate on Particle Path.
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Figure7 shows the same data plotted in the external nonrotating reference frame, "0". The

mathematically predicted result is shown by the "+" symbol (below).

External Nonrotating Reference Frame

Sedimentation Rate = 0.84 cm/sec (+/- 0.04)

Gravity = 1.0 g

-3 -3

8.64 RPM (o_) 17.7 RPM (co)

Inches

Figure 7. Effect of Angular Rotation Rate on Particle Path

as Viewed from External Nonrotating Reference Frame.

Note that the predicted path corresponds better with the experimentally measured path for

the higher rotation rate (right) where smaller deviations from the ideal circular streamline
occur.

The effect of increased rotation rate is to reduce the deviation of the particle from the ideal

circular streamline. In practice the maximum rotation rate is limited by mechanical constraints

and by centrifugation of the cultured tissue to the outer wall.
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VII. Effectof Initial PositiononParticlePath

Figure8showstheeffectof theinitial radial position of a particle on the path of the particle
through the fluid, as observed from the rotating reference frame. On the left is a low initial

particle radius and on the right is a higher initial radius.

Rotating Reference Frame

Sedimentation Rate -- 0.84 cm/sec (+/- 0.04)

Gravity = 1.0 g

RPM (oJ) = 17.7 rpm (+/- 0.2)

\

3

Low Initial Radius

(1.5 inch)
High Initial Radius

(2.5 inch)

Figure 8. Effect of Initial Position on Particle Path.
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VIII. ConclusionsandErrorAnalysis

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A single simulated section of tissue, or "particle," which sediments under the influence

of gravity will deviate both radially and tangentially from its original position when

suspended in a rotating fluid. For a constant angular rotation rate of the suspending

fluid, the particle follows a nearly circular path as observed from the rotating

reference frame of the rotating fluid (figure 2). The particle deviates from the ideal
circular streamline when observed from the nonrotating external reference frame
(figure 1).

The speed at which the particle travels through the rotating suspending fluid medium

is not significantly reduced from the same particle's terminal sedimentation speed

through the same fluid medium (at the same external gravitational field strength).
This was measured for angular rotational rates up to 22.1 rpm and theoretically

remains true through the whole useable range (0-80 rpm) of the NASA rotating tissue
culture vessels.

The radius of the nearly circular particle paths, as observed from the rotating reference
frame of the rotating suspending fluid, increases with increasing external gravitational

field strength. At very low g levels (less than 0.1), the path reduces to nearly a point,

indicating that the particle is nearly stationary with respect to the fluid medium. As

observed from the nonrotating external reference frame, the particle is seen to

increasingly deviate from the ideal circular streamline as the g level increases. At
very low g, the particle closely follows the ideal circular streamline because

insignificant gravity-induced deviations occur.

Increasing the angular rotation rate of the rotating suspending medium decreases the
radius of the nearly circular path of the particle, as observed from the rotating

reference frame, and decreases the deviation of the particle from the ideal circular
streamline, as observed from the nonrotating external reference frame. This is true for

the slow sedimenting particle at low rpm. At high rpm, or with rapidly sedimenting
particles, the particle motion due to centrifugation is theoretically predicted to cause
large deviations even at high rotational rates. This limitation results from the

rotation required to suspend the particles within a gravitational field and defines a

limit to unit gravity operation of the NASA rotating wall vessel in terms of

maintaining a free suspension of increasingly rapidly sedimenting particles.

The initial radial position of the particle within the rotating fluid does not strongly
influence the absolute dimensions of the motion of the suspended particle over the range
of conditions evaluated.

Gravity-induced sedimentation limits the ability of a rotating fluid to freely suspend
sedimenting particles without wall collisions.

Potential sources of experimental error are identified as

a. Irregularities in the rotator drive motor speed

b. Secondary fluid motions caused by the particle's motion

c. KC-135 aircraft motions (such as pilot-induced and turbulence)

14
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d. Precision of video measurements

e. Imperfect spherical shape of simulated tissue particle

A consistent discrepancy of the experimentally measured particle path from the

mathematically predicted particle path is observed. It is observed primarily in the

third quadrant of rotation and is characterized by an overestimation of the phase

advance and an underestimation of the outward radial particle deviation. Increased

error occurs for all cases which increase partide deviation. An analysis of the

analytical and numerical method used in the mathematical prediction indicates two

primary sources for this error. The model uses the gravity vectors for the original

particle position within the rotating fluid to calculate the next incremental deviation

vector. The particle is not actually at this position, so an error is introduced. The

larger the deviation from the original position, the larger the error. Secondly, the
numerical techniques integrate the deviation used velocities to obtain the deviated

positions. This integration causes an accumulation of all previous error. The model also

assumes that the particle is traveling through the rotating fluid medium at terminal

velocity. This is true within the experimental error of our measurements; however a

small reduction in this speed would be theoretically predicted because the particle-

must continuously accelerate as the gravity vector rotates. A number of modified

approaches are under examination to remove these error sources.
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